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To meet the challenges of the future, the Department of Defense (DoD) must have a strategy to ensure the joint forces of tomorrow will be able to achieve full spectrum dominance through the use of networks and access to enterprise data services that provide true interoperability, seamless integration and available on demand collaboration. Joint procedures for the implementation of deployed collaboration capabilities on DOD networks within local enclaves or domain wide must be synchronized to achieve the greatest efficiencies at home station and when deployed. The objective is to provide a capability for the near-term implementation of an Active Directory (AD) environment capable of support in Generating Force (GF) environments while maintaining the ability to seamlessly deploy and integrate into Deployed Force (DF) architectures. A Joint directory and enterprise service strategy provides the potential for significantly enhanced interoperability, seamless integration and collaboration capabilities through which these objectives can be achieved. This paper will examine existing AD deployment policies and guidance and how a joint strategy
using the concept of Theater Resource Forest (TRF) architecture will greatly enhance interoperability and collaboration across the force.
At the end of the day, our warfighters really only want one thing— rapid and reliable access to the network, their data and applications from stable and unchanging computer configurations as they move from home station, through mission rehearsals, and into theater operations.¹

—Commander NETCOM, MG Carroll F. Pollett,

Evolving operational needs and the ability to share information across functional, organizational and unit boundaries remains problematic as identified in seven of the nine combatant commands Integrated Priority Lists (IPLs).² Recent experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan demonstrate the need for better cross organizational information sharing strategies that will guide the transition from today’s information sharing paradigm to a net-centric paradigm.³ The limitation in access to required information, collaboration and knowledge sharing capabilities is impacting commanders’ abilities to gain true situational awareness in today’s Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous (VUCA) operational environments.

Future combat forces are expected to rapidly deploy into a theater of operations capable of operating in joint and multinational environments and able to coordinate operations with other U.S. Government and selected civil organizations.⁴ The ability to fight immediately upon arrival requiring little or no systems reconfiguration places increased demands on how the military designs and operates its networks. Theater operations will continue to be joint and multinational, resulting in the need for greater levels of cooperation and integration between U.S. forces, other DOD components, coalition and host-nation organizations.⁵ As military missions grow more complex,
robust communications and network integration and interoperability will become increasingly vital to warfighting operations.

The Department of Defense (DOD) accelerated its transformation efforts following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. These sweeping transformation efforts increased integration, interoperability, and focus on net-centricity greatly accelerating the transformation of Joint, Interagency, and Multinational (JIM) warfighting capabilities as never experienced before.\(^6\) As a result, today's joint force is more expeditionary, modular and agile.\(^7\) The reality of this transformation, as well as operational requirements, demands that information be increasingly shared within and across organizational boundaries while at home station and when deployed.\(^8\) Tactical and maneuver elements rely on networks to leverage strategic and national capabilities which allow them to deploy and fight upon arrival.\(^9\) This creates a complex environment that demands commanders have full network connectivity and integration through an Enterprise Service Architecture (ESA) that provides access to the network immediately and to fight.\(^10\) To achieve full integration and interoperability requires the continued expansion of the "joint team mindset" from the combatant command (COCOM) level down to the JTF and component headquarters.\(^11\) The elimination of seams between functional components and within the DOD will enhance this integration creating the ability to truly share information across time and space.

The intent of this SRP is to examine current policy and guidance on the implementation of Active Directory (AD) and to recommend a strategy that facilitates better integration of these architectures to provide enterprise level services. This analysis does not provide the technical procedures required for installing, operating or
maintaining AD but instead provides a conceptual framework for providing shared access to enterprise level resources. Contained within this paper will be an examination of the current Army AD policy as it relates to units in home station, their relationship with the Local and Area Processing Centers (LPC’s/APC’s), and the transition of tactical units away from home station into deployed operations. I will address a strategy for the development of a Resource Forest ¹² (RF) architecture that will work in coexistence with the current Army and Joint Task Force-Global Network Operations (JTF-GNO) AD architecture policies and guidance. I will establish how the RF strategy provides enhanced integration that strikes the right balance between control, security, autonomy and flexibility while keeping the fundamental principle of “work and train as we fight.” I will further demonstrate how separate Generating Force (GF) and Deployed Force (DF) Forest leveraging a common Enterprise Application Resource Forest (EARF) will provide for a consistent and acceptable secure means to host enterprise level services and share them across a joint force providing net-centricity through a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Through this analysis, I will illustrate how the implementation of the EARF concept will minimize the need for systems reconfiguration and administrative coordination during the transition process as tactical units deploy in support of DF operations. The EARF concept minimizes security risk and allows for the greatest level of transparency, flexibility and integration for deploying units while ensuring continuity of operations and access to critical information and collaboration resources throughout all phases of operations. In the conclusion, I will summarize my analysis and answer the question of what supporting AD architecture can be applied that provides for increased information, collaboration and knowledge sharing capabilities.
Primer on Active Directory

Directory and Enterprise Services are key elements to the military and DOD networks providing the essential foundation to the theater network support infrastructure for access and collaboration. All successful operating systems today work off of a core Directory Service (DS) that controls access to resources. At the component and enclave level, the primary DS supporting the joint forces and DOD is Microsoft’s Active Directory product. Active Directory is Microsoft’s implementation of an international DS standard. In the DOD environment, AD forms the nucleus for all activities. This spans authentication, permissioning, digital identity, online “presence”, the presentation of a Global Address List (GAL) through Exchange and state management. Active Directory provides for integration, increased interoperability and supports the Net Centric Enterprise Service (NCES) architecture for the DOD and other governmental agencies. Active Directory also allows for the distribution, management and oversight of globally deployed Group Policies Objects (GPO) providing flexibility in maintaining the health of the network and enterprise services through the application of Information Assurance (IA), antivirus definitions and installation of new applications; all managed and deployed from a central point across the enterprise.

In short, AD is the DS for many DOD components and essential to the net-centric vision. In order to be net-centric, any infrastructure needs to provide a consistent identity, access, and policy enforcement foundation. Active Directory provides this foundation for access to Enterprise Services (ES) and is generally the accepted DS across the LandWarNet, the DOD and the Global Information Grid (GIG).
Active Directory in the Modular Force

The United States Army created modular units that are self-contained, sustainable and organized with capabilities for the full range of missions that provide for better integration and interoperability to support the joint environment. Presently, Corps, Divisions and Brigades are all granted permission to operate and maintain their own NIPR and SIPR AD Forest while in both the GF and DF environments. These multiforest structures do not inherently allow for the separation of domain enclaves of user accounts, exchange and enterprise application services outside of the same Forest structures. These multiforest structures are implemented independently and cannot easily share resources with each other.

The most significant advantage of the modular force is greater strategic, operational, and tactical flexibility. Although this flexibility ensures the most effective support to the warfighter, it presents significant challenges to achieving and maintaining transparency, integration and security when designing and implementing the supporting AD infrastructures. As stated by Vice Adm. Nancy E. Brown, USN, previous C6 for the Multi-National Forces – Iraq (MNF-I) and now the Director for Command, Control, Communications and Computer (C4) Systems (J-6), the Joint Staff, Washington, "Active Directory was supposed to be a panacea. Well, the way we've implemented it, it's no different than what we've ever had before. We implemented Active Directory just like we've done everything else: We've done it by service, and there's no interdependence at all; in fact, there's little interoperability if you look at it." The Army’s AD multiple Forest approach provides for separate Forests that can operate autonomously, for theaters of operation, brigades, and higher tactical deployable units. This multiforest approach allows for units to exercise full operational
control for all assigned AD Forests and equipment at the expense of providing a secure shared Area of Responsibility (AOR) based resource environment. Modular Bde’s data networks are intended to be interconnected with the ability to operate autonomously during the early phases of an operation then interdependently when able to connect in a theater capable of providing enterprise level support and services. The transformation towards systems of interdependence while maintaining the capability of modular units to operate independently will increasingly require data architectures that provide access to enterprise applications and services in the deployed environment and at home station. It is this necessity for autonomy and interdependence, while maintaining operational and tactical control that must remain consistent as the DOD moves forward with its NCES concept and provides for the seamless transition of tactical units from GF environments, away from home station into combat theaters of operations. As the 16th Chairman the Joint Chiefs of Staff states when addressing the capabilities of joint warfighting and transformation: “Joint warfighting …it is a prerequisite to winning the War on Terrorism and will significantly accelerate and be accelerated by transformation. This will require collaborative and innovative solutions to difficult cultural and resource challenges. The future joint forces must transition from an interoperable to an interdependent force where different capability sets can be rapidly integrated to achieve desired effects.”

Using the CONOPS for Implementing AD in Tactical Army Units, autonomous units are defined as “any unit that satisfies the Joint Expeditionary Mindset (Task Force Modularity) and can be deployed without regard to any habitual relationship or Task Organization CONUS or otherwise.” Within these units (Corps, Div, and BCT’s)
consists a single AD Forest structure and a single AD domain. As a result, and in order to share information across Forest and domain boundaries, requires the establishment of a “meshed” architecture that makes it difficult to define the authoritative sources of information and requires an inordinate amount of administration and coordination overhead (see trust) to gain coherence in information and knowledge sharing. Using this meshed architecture by establishing “trust relationships” during the pre-deployment and deployment phases, requires the Enterprise Administrators for each Forest to coordinate with all other units that are part of the deployment to set the deployment architecture and establish a series of “transit trust” between each. This is necessary to ensure the sharing of information and is in compliance with DOD Directive Number 8320.02 dated December 2, 2004; that states “Data assets shall be made accessible by making data available in shared spaces. All data assets shall be accessible to all users in the Department of Defense except where limited by law, policy, or security classification. Data that is accessible to all users in the Department of Defense shall conform to DOD-specified data publication methods that are consistent with GIG enterprise and user technologies.”

As described, in order for tactical Army units, sister services and governmental organizations to share information seamlessly across Forest boundaries requires a series of trust relationships to be established. However, trusts may only be established between DF Forests that are task organized (headquarters and sub-elements assigned, attached, or OPCON) for deployment or training. Trusts between DF Forests that are not task organized are not permitted. This prevents the establishment of a net-centric and enterprise service architecture required to share information throughout the force.
Using the RF concept, the data architecture for a theater of operations consolidates enterprise level services at the JTF, theater or regional level, greatly reducing the number of required AD trust relationships. This will enable future forces to move from interoperable and autonomous operations to a more interdependent force where capabilities and the desired effects are achieved through the integration of systems across the force.\textsuperscript{33}

**Challenges and Observations OIF 05-07**

During Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) 05-07, within the Iraq AOR, there existed no less than 27 separate Army tactical AD Forest (there are more than 200 in the tactical Army AD structure)\textsuperscript{34} and more than 40 in the CENTCOM AOR presenting significant challenges to integration, transparency and security. The ability to access and share information across Div, Bde and Corps Forest boundaries was limited. Seamless access to other governmental agencies and to sister services was even more problematic requiring intense administrative coordination and account duplication resulting in users need for multiple accounts and logons. The Corps installed, operated, and maintained three separate data networks NIPR, SIPR and CENTRIXS\textsuperscript{35} for e-mail, collaboration, Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP), video-teleconferencing, SharePoint and Command Post of the Future (CPoF). Lack of unity in a joint AD structure created problems in every security domain. This made it difficult to replicate Global Address List (GAL), drive consistency in the application of security related group policies, centralize configuration and manage from an enterprise level. This was further complicated by limited bandwidth to the Modular Brigades located in Forward Operating Bases (FOB’s) and in some cases only limited knowledge of operating enterprise Information
Technology (IT) services to include Microsoft AD. As a result, the AD architecture creates a “disjointed” information sharing environment causing commanders to stovepipe information impacting the ability to synchronization efforts to achieve the desired effects. A unified AD structure will lead to better synchronization, enable net-centricity, ease system administration, and allow for access to information and collaboration while increasing mobility for the warfighter.

Introduction to the Resource Forest (RF)

The basis for my RF discussion is predicated upon the understanding of the following: 1) The DOD Network Centric Enterprise Services (NCES) is not yet fully implemented. 2) The establishment of the Local and Area Processing Centers is not yet completed. 3) The Army will continue transformation requiring self supporting modular units. 4) The GIG is not fully mature to support tactical units reach back for access to enterprise level services. 5) Forward deployed tactical units will continue to operate within their own AD Forest structures at home station and when deployed. 6) The continued requirement to interoperate in a joint environment with our sister services and the equipment they bring to the fight.

A large strategic theater network ensures continuity of information to incoming organizations and enables units to “fall in” on an operational IT infrastructure – achieving mission readiness on the first day in country through rapid integration. The need for immediate access to resources and the ability to collaborate across the force is a fundamental war fighting requirement. Supporting tactical systems are expected to seamlessly integrate becoming interdependent as a Theaters Information Grid (TIG) matures. Tactical units must be able to deploy from home station into any theater of
operations with limited or no systems reconfiguration or disruption of service. This essential requirement represents an expected level of service and data interoperability between tactical units. The Army’s multiforest approach is the best AD topology supporting the modular force and the integration of the GF into DF operations. The multiforest approach allows large organizations, such as the Army and DOD, that have multiple modular units and supporting organizations to deploy separate AD structures as it provides for the greatest level of autonomy and security. The RF topology is a supporting multiforest configuration that is used for hosting application services and is supported as part of the CONUS GF AD architecture.

Figure 1.

The concept of an EARF is not complex. Simply put, it is a separate Forest that hosts enterprise level applications that are available to all organizations either deployed or in a supporting GF environment. Users who need access to these enterprise applications authenticate through their own AD Forest structures and gain access to resources and services that reside within the RF. It is this architecture that allows for a common “hosting” of services at the enterprise level that can be shared and accessed
across the force while ensuring the proper standardization, security and configuration management in support of the net-centric architecture.

The RF Forest is a “hub and spoke” architecture that provides for a “non meshed” infrastructure that greatly reduces the administration (at the tactical level) and coordination overhead required when sharing information across multiple Forest boundaries. The EARF concept allows tactical units to leverage strategic resources while maintaining mobility on the battlefield which enhances information sharing. The same is true when autonomous units are at home station; access to resources is shared by both the GF and DF user base by establishing a separate Forest to host enterprise level services that can be accessed by both. For example, this is particularly useful for a Corps Headquarters under transformation that supports a Main Command Post (MCP), an Operational Command Post and the Early Entry Command Post (EECP). Under this structure, much of the planning and support is provided from the MCP at home station and forward to the OCP and EECP. As a result, all CP’s can now access a common enterprise structure hosting a set of services that is separate and distinct from the Forest structure supporting the MCP for garrison operations. This greatly reduces the security risk of extending the garrison Forest structure into a combat theater of operations by placing essential enterprise services into separate Forest that can be extended or deployed with an OCP/EECP.

The Theater Network Architecture

Although much progress has been made, interoperability remains an illusive goal that the U.S. military and the DOD continues to fight on many fronts. As observed by the Multi-National Corps – Iraq Commander in 2005: “In Iraq, battle command spanned
the full spectrum of joint and coalition warfighting concerns, to include policy differences on how we protect our data networks through information assurance, service differences on networking and collaboration, the standards necessary to implement active directories, and our ability to share information in a complex architecture."

The network-centric force is structured around concepts of Knowledge Management that requires access to information and people whenever and wherever they are. This requires an extensive, standardized, interoperable and well protected enterprise service architecture that provides continuity of information, ease of access, and the ability to provide the right services to the right location at the right time. The theater network architecture applies “jointness” to systems engineering, design, planning, deployment, and operation of enterprise information services. As joint forces are increasingly networked, linked and synchronized; dispersed forces are able to better communicate, share information and collaborate. NETCOM’s long term objective end state to achieve this is to provide the tactical portion of the Army Enterprise Infostructure (AEI) by extending the network and access to enterprise services (NCES) from Army component commanders in a GF environment to deployed forces supporting a joint, combined, or single-service task force conducting expeditionary operations. Until this vision can be realized, DF forces must be able to access key resources resident in a theater of operations while maintaining their modular flexibility to deploy and integrate into theater network centric architectures.

NETCOM established that while Brigade Combat Teams (BCTs) are at home station, they will leverage LPC/APC enterprise services through the installations networks via the establishment of Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANS) and through the
Joint Network Nodes (JNN) when training using the Regional Hub Nodes. Deployed forces will access enterprise level applications and resources via reach-back through Standardized Tactical Entry Point facilities (STEP) or Teleport sites to an APC location. It is this architecture that allows for the centralized management of services that must be incorporated into DF architectures that are deployed forward and available immediately upon arrival into theaters of operations. As stated by the CENTCOM J6 when addressing a panel on JTF interoperability, “Operational information, data, knowledge sharing requirements exceeds the ability of the existing infrastructure. Data management strategies and Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) are needed to disseminate and stage information forward in support of the Warfighter at the first tactical mile.” As stated, information must be staged forward; to accomplish this, the best approached is one designed and supported by applying the principles of an Enterprise Service Architecture forward in the fight.

Trust in a Multiple Forest Approach

The Army’s AD multiple Forest approach decentralizes the operations and maintenance of its directory services to tactical units. This provides for the greatest level of autonomous operations while presenting significant challenges to administrators and the ability to share information and collaborate across AD Forest boundaries. To allow users in one domain to access resources in another, AD uses Forest and trusts. The Forest concept is intended to simplify both end-user access to the directory and management of multiple domains. Utilizing the multiple Forest approach, all domains and trees in a Forest inherently trust one another for the purpose of authentication. Such trusts are not extended automatically between Forests, which requires directory
administrators in modular units to manually configure trusts between Forests. This is necessary as Microsoft defines the security boundary for AD Forest enclaves to reside at the Forest level. This is also necessary as the availability of enterprise applications and collaboration services such as SharePoint, databases and applications specific to Communities of Interest (COI) require tactical units to authenticate users across Forest boundaries. As a result, for tactical units to authenticate users within their own Forest structures and gain access to resources in other tactical Forest requires coordination and “trust” relationships between participating organizations. This is problematic as trusts may only be established between DF Forests that are task organized (headquarters and sub-elements assigned, attached, or OPCON). Trusts between DF Forests that are not task organized are not permitted thereby limiting access to shared resources.

Presently, the Army alone supports more than 200 tactical Forests within its tactical AD architecture. In a theater of operations such as Iraq, and in order to share information and collaborate with every other Forest owner, requires the establishment of multiple separate AD trust relationships each requiring written approval by the DAA. Without these trust relationships, units cannot easily share information and collaborate across their Forest boundaries. Although trust relationships in themselves are not problematic, the management of these relationships requires intensive administrative oversight and directly impacts the ability to maintain transparency and seamless integration into a Theaters Information Grid (TIG) immediately upon arrival. As an AOR is typically transitional in nature, units are constantly rotating in and out of theater
requiring them to reestablish trust relationships with other rotating units to ensure total access.

Security in a Multiforest Architecture

The necessity to establish AD trust relationships between Forest owners requires a level of security that is agreed upon throughout the DOD. The AD Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG) provides security and standardization configuration guidance for the implementation of Active Directory within the Department of Defense. The STIG is designed to assist System Administrators (SAs), Information Assurance Managers (IAMs), Security Managers (SMs), and Information Assurance Officers (IAOs), with the implementation of AD configurations and is intended to provide a certain level of security compliance assurance. It also allows for individual sites to determine the level of assurance that is appropriate to their environment and mission. Experience demonstrates that organizations do not always adhere to the security guidance established by their component service or within the DOD. As a result, this creates a level of “mistrust” between Forest owners and prevents the establishment of a cohesive and robust information sharing environment. To alleviate this mistrust, units must be required to validate their AD environments during their Mission Rehearsal Exercises (MRE’s) in accordance with the policies and guidance provided by the DOD and their supporting COCOM. As previously mentioned, validation of all AD structures will ensure the ability of deploying units to seamlessly integrate into a combat theater of operations and ensure the required access to key resources and applications.
An Examination in the Successful Implementation of a RF

The ability to dynamically collaborate and share information requires an architecture that provides services that are immediate available and easily accessible to units in transition and within a theater of operations. The deployment of the RF in Iraq is an example of an ESA that provides theater level services supporting forces in a highly mobile environment.\(^6^1\) In the Iraq Theater of Operations (ITO), to establish information sharing between modular unit Forest and the theater Forest requires one of the following: 1) Establish individual accounts on the hosting theater account domain. 2) Establish trust relationships between users supporting Forest account domains and the theater Forest domains. It is important to note the establishment of this trust only allows for the sharing of information between these two Forests. The following are advantages and disadvantages of RF architecture model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Advantages</strong></th>
<th><strong>Disadvantages</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provides for enterprise data sources that can be managed centrally or through a shared administration model. Provides Net-Centricity</td>
<td>Creates an additional Forest at the enterprise level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces the need to migrate information to incoming and outgoing units thereby easing access to information</td>
<td>Requires enterprise administration oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports modularity while reducing the administrative burden</td>
<td>Requires organization to change their culture to share information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be grown into a regional or theater resource capability</td>
<td>Requires additional infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides for better integration and access to information across organizational boundaries</td>
<td>Added complexity to develop the initial design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires corporate “buy in” for this non traditional approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
Multiple Accounts on Multiple Domains

Without AD trust relationships between unit domains structures, individual accounts must be created in the hosting account domain. This creates the need for multiple accounts and log-ons across multiple security domains. This presents a significant security challenge as external users can not be positively identified and abuse of user accounts and passwords becomes evident (Figure 2).

![Diagram of The Challenge and Securely Sharing Internal Resources]

**Figure 2.**

To eliminate this vulnerability using the RF architecture, users are authenticated through their own supporting account domains inherent in their modular AD Forest structures. This provides the mechanism whereby an organization hosting enterprise level services can accept that external users have already been authenticated by a trusted partner and can grant them access; without having to be responsible for managing their identity information. Within this framework, users enjoy seamless, secure access to enterprise services and multiple applications. This not only simplifies
the process of granting access, it also makes it possible to maintain the high levels of security necessary to protect the integrity of that access.

**Figure 3.**

**Providing Resource Access**

The correct method of providing access to shared resources is to create domain local groups in the RF and assign access rights and permissions to those groups. Then access to resources within the RF is easily managed by adding domain global groups (or individual user accounts) from external domain(s) to the domain local groups in the RF. Since this method uses domain local groups in the RF, those groups are restricted to the RF. In other words, domain local groups can not be used external to the RF so it is not possible to transfer them or their members outside of the RF structure. This method of providing external access to hosted services is under the complete control of the hosted service’s administrative account(s) within the RF. In other words, administrators for a hosted service are fully enabled to manage access and security for their services and resources. This architecture provides for the greatest
level of unit control for unit applications with no assistance needed from RF Administrators.

Flexibility

The RF Forest topology provides for the greatest level of flexibility and allows for the ability to rapidly affect change in the operational environment. As previously described, the current tactical implementation guidance for AD requires Forest owners to establish trust relationships with every other Forest owner. This limits the organizations flexibility as they are often re-task organized or have a change in mission requiring trust relationships to be broken then re-established under the new task organization. A single trust relationship to an EARF limits the amount of coordination and administrative overhead while greatly increasing the continuity of operations and information sharing capabilities, regardless of task organization. The RF architecture also provides flexibility by using the shared administration model between enterprise administrators and the resource owners. Under this concept, resources are hosted within the RF structure and maintained by the owning organization. It provides for premier support as the DF can leverage expert resources when hosted within the LPC/APC or at the highest levels within a DF theater architecture. Because the RF is a shared administrative model, users can host services within the RF domain structure maintaining unit control and access.

Transparency

Transparency allows for the access to the resources a war fighter needs to accomplish his/her mission while deployed or in garrison. Currently, forces cannot quickly deploy IT services as large amounts of resources are spent creating and
disabling accounts for end users that move from one geographical location to another or from GF to DF environments. Tactical Forces are not able to move about an AOR quickly gaining access to systems, enterprise applications or a common GAL as Forest level trust between units remains fractured. Without an enterprise level architecture for access to key resources, units are forced to operate within their own information domains with limited or no access to theater level information or collaboration services. In the RF architecture, all hosted services can be managed individually and permissions to resources provided by the hosted services can be managed by group memberships or individual user accounts from any trusted external domain. Units gain increased mobility by accessing a single enterprise resource Forest where all information can be shared and collaborated between multiple Forest owners. This approach greatly reduces the number of required trust between Forest owners and minimizes the administrative and coordination requirements.

Standardization

For AD to interoperate efficiently, the DOD must adhere to a set of standards that are enforced across the GIG. Active Directory inherently requires that trust relationships be established to share information and collaborate between Forest and domains. Adherence to standards as determined by the DOD will minimize the problems associated with “mistrust” between Forest owners. However, adhering to standards in not enough; tactical AD structures must be exercised and evaluated during the pre-deployment stages of operations to ensure their ability to integrate into the TIG upon arrival.
People and Organizations, Changing the Culture

The greatest challenge to gaining net-centricity is changing the cultures of the organizations in which we operate. As we move from an interoperable force to a more interdependent force, organizations are increasingly challenged to share information within and across organizational boundaries. To achieve this requires organizations to adopt the joint team mindset and willingness to share information openly. Forces must design their supporting AD structures not by service but instead by standards set by the joint community at large. The DOD vision describes a future state where transparent, open, agile, timely, and relevant information sharing occurs that promotes freedom of maneuverability across a trusted information environment. To achieve the vision requires organizations that encourage, and incentivize sharing; achieves an extended and available enterprise; strengthens agility in order to accommodate unanticipated partners and events; and ensures trust across organizations.

Final Recommendations

It is clear that AD policies and strategies must increasingly address the need to shared and collaborate across organizational boundaries to include those agencies within the Department of State the DOD and other governmental organizations. The development of a SOA founded on the principles of transparency, interoperability, and work as we fight while maintaining the flexibility necessary to operating in today’s complex environments is required. Until the Army’s WIN-T and NCES programs can fully be realized, tactical units require an architecture that allows for the seamless deployment from home station and into a combat theater of operations with the ability to quickly gain access to key resources and applications. One conceptual way to
accomplish this, and how the Army is currently doing this in Iraq, is to establish a separate RF for the hosting of key services and applications. This concept consists of multiple AD Forest with a shared Forest/domain managed at the regional or theater level. This concept provides for faster deployment as it decreases organizational complexity, maintains unit autonomy while providing for interdependence, decreases the number of log-ons required by people who reside outside in their own tactical Forest structures and maintains an acceptable level of security risk.

In order to provide an Enterprise Service Architecture to the warfighter in today’s net-centric environment, the following recommendations are made.

1) Place key enterprise services and applications in separate AD Forests at the JTF, Theater or regional level.

2) Develop a SOA that limits the number of AD trust relationships required to support the sharing of Information.

3) Enforce and validate standards that promote interoperability and information exchange for all deploying units and organizations.

4) Maintain a culture of jointness and information sharing by designing and implementing data architectures that are joint focused.

Conclusion

The disjointed Forest structure that has emerged out of programmatic decisions, and the lack of trust, leads to an architecture that does not promote or establish the open sharing of information and collaboration across the DOD. The DOD and the Army must establish a data architecture that allows users spanning multiple domains to efficiently and reliably manage information and gain access to key resources. Access to
common enterprise level resources and services is significantly improved using the EARF model.

The DOD NCES will be essential to implementing a network-based information environment that provides for increased information sharing and collaboration thereby enabling decision superiority. It will offer the core enterprise services based on Communities of Interest that will provide for common access to centrally hosted resources accessible through the GIG. Until this vision can be realized, DF and supporting organizations must have access to resources and services that are shared across organizational boundaries at home station and where deployed.

The concept of a RF is slowly gaining ground and is being explored by NETCOM as a solution to better enable the warfighter. Recently, NETCOM hosted an “RF Summit” to determine the validity of the concept. It was determined that although additional technical details still need to be developed, the concept of the RF will “eventually solve many of the problems associated with access to resources in environments supporting multiple Forest.”71
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